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Liberon Home ColourCare Decorative Furniture Wax

• Metallic and Pearlised finish
• Natural wax formula
• Resistant to stains and water
• Available in 8 colours
Home ColourCare DECORATIVE FURNITURE Wax is formulated
with natural waxes and pearlised pigments, and gives a silky sheen
with iridescent reflections. It nourishes wood and offers resistance
to everyday stains (water, etc.). It does not clog up wood or show
fingerprints and is not sticky. For all wood types: do a patch test
first. The clear version can be used to maintain waxed furniture.

Format: 500 ml

APPLICATION: Brush and cloth
DRYING TIME: 2H recoat
COVERAGE: 500ML = 8m²
TOOL CLEANING: Water

INSTRUCTIONS
Apply to bare, coloured or waxed wood.
1. Using a brush, apply Decorative Furniture Wax in the direction of the grain.
2. Wipe off any excess immediately afterwards and spread out evenly with a cotton cloth. Leave to dry for
2 hours.
3. Buff with Liberon Furniture Brush or a woollen cloth to create a silky finish. Apply a second coat for a
longer-lasting result.
For a more striking effect: do not wipe away the wax.

LIBERON TIPS AND ADVICE
The effect will be more marked on wood with a prominent grain or previously brushed wood. Before
applying the wax, you can open the pores in the wood using Liberon Liming Bronze Brush.
The effect will be more uniform on finely sanded wood. If you're not satisfied with the result: before the wax
is dry, remove with a damp sponge and start again.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
This product should be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Recommendations are
for guidance only since conditions of use are completely beyond our control.
DO NOT ALLOW TO FREEZE
EUH208: Contains 2-methyl-2H-isothiazole-3-one and 1,2-benzisothiazol-3(2H)-one. May produce an
allergic reaction. P102: Keep out of reach of children. P271: Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated
area. P501: Dispose of contents / container at a waste collection centre (contact the local authority).
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